
W&T connects
Interfaces for TCP/IP, Ethernet, RS-232, RS-485, USB, 20mA,
glass and plastic fiber optic cable, http, SNMP, OPC, Modbus TCP, I/O digital, I/O analog, ISA, PCI

Application:

Web-Thermograph
abaNSM - Network and system monitoring

Product overview

Application overview

Monitoring, alarm sending, maintenance/diagnostics, long-term archiving and logging of all important properties and events
of manageable network components: abaNSM is an information gatherer for your Ethernet network.

In addition to the traditional components such as servers, PCs, switches, routers, services, processes, etc. more and more
intelligent sensors are becoming available which can be analyzed, queried and monitored.

The W&T Web-Thermo Hygrobarograph is used among other things for monitoring control rooms. An ideal room temperature
guarantees the life expectancy of devices specified by the manufacturer, including devices such as controllers and servers,
and provides information about the failure of an air conditioning system. 

In this specific example various control rooms are monitored in a pharmaceutical operation at a Höchst location. The W&T
Web-Thermo-Hygrobarograph is queried via abaNSM.

abaNSM web page - Quick access (Dashboard)

The various values are updated at a time interval freely selected by the user. For every measurement, limit values are
defined and assigned various priorities (alarms).

If the measurement is below or above these limits, the responsible employee is notified via e-mail.

The user then dials in and opens the NSM web page for detailed information.

The alarm is stored in the database with the following information:
When did the alarm arrive?
When did it leave?
When was it cleared?

In addition, the signals (for a time period freely selectable by the user) are stored in the SQL database and added to various
trends.

https://www.wut.de/e-wwwww-ww-hpus-000.php
https://www.wut.de/e-5760w-10-inus-000.php
https://www.wut.de/e-5760w-11-inus-000.php


abaNSM - Web page trend display

A complete overview every instant using abaNSM and the W&T Web-Thermo-Hygrobarograph:

abacon· Gesellschaft für Mess-, Steuer- und Regeltechnik mbH
Hauptstraße 392
65760 Eschborn-Niederhöchstadt

Tel. +49 6173 6071-0
Fax +49 6173 6071-71
http://abacon.org/gruppe_e/gruppe.html 

Previous application

Next application

We are available to you in person:

Wiesemann & Theis GmbH
Porschestr. 12
42279 Wuppertal
Phone: +49 202/2680-110 (Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Fax: +49 202/2680-265
info@wut.de

© Wiesemann & Theis GmbH, subject to mistakes and changes: Since we can make
mistakes, none of our statements should be applied without verification. Please let us
know of any errors or misunderstandings you find so that we can become aware of
and eliminate them.

Data Privacy
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